Constrained Particle Filtering for Movement Identification in Forearm Prosthesis
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Abstract

We formulate the problem of movement identification for the forearm prosthesis using a nonlinear state-space system and the hypothesis of muscle synergies. The synergy activation coefficients contain task-specific information and can be used to identify limb movements. In the proposed framework, the measurements are EMG data and the system state consists of muscle synergy activation coefficients, which are physiologically constrained to be nonnegative on average. Particle filters are the state-of-the-art techniques for optimal state estimation in nonlinear and non-Gaussian systems. However, the very numerical nature of the particle filters, which constitutes their strength, becomes their major weakness in handling constraints on the state. In this paper, we solve the movement identification problem by introducing a constrained particle filter termed as mean density truncation (MiND). We show that MiND minimally perturbs the unconstrained distribution of the state while simultaneously satisfying the desired constraints on the unknown state. We recorded EMG data from forearm muscles of 12 participants for identification of hand and wrist movements. The proposed particle filtering with MiND provided an accurate stream of synergy activation coefficients ($p < 0.001$) which were used for movement identification with error rates significantly lower ($p < 0.05$) than currently used heuristics and Linear Discriminate Analysis.
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1. Introduction

Electromyogram (EMG) provides an insight into the neural processes taking place in the central nervous system (CNS) for planning and execution of voluntary tasks [1–4]. Clinicians and researchers have used EMG signals for studying muscle functions and related neural processes in healthy as well as pathological conditions [1, 5–8]. Recently, due to advances in machine learning techniques, surface EMG signals have been widely used for movement identification and control of powered prosthetic devices in individuals with acquired or congenital amputations [9–12]. The surface EMG signals recorded from the leftover muscles are initially used to train a supervised or unsupervised machine learning algorithm. Later, based on the EMG signals recorded from the same muscles, the algorithm identifies the performed movement [9, 13]. Although machine learning algorithms provide classification accuracy numbers in the range of 90% or above for movement identification [13], clinical applications and user acceptance of this technology are still limited [14–16].

One reason for this shortcoming is that machine learning algorithms may not take into account valuable information about system physiology and underlying dynamics [15–17]. In particular, the crucial information about the hidden neural processes that generate observable (through EMG signals) muscle activation patterns cannot be explicitly incorporated into machine learning algorithms. In contrast, physiologically relevant mathematical models for movement identification, that incorporate all available information about the system physiology and underlying neural processes, can be built using the state-space framework [17, 18].

Muscle synergies are hypothesized as building blocks that the CNS can combine to generate complex behaviors [19, 20]. By definition, muscle synergies are task-specific relative fixed levels of muscle activations that the CNS can activate, using fewer commands, to generate purposeful behavior. Muscles synergies may be considered a solution to the degrees-of-freedom (DOF) problem in the motor control arising due to the presence of a large number of muscles as compared to the number of joints [21, 22]. Whether the CNS uses muscle synergies to control muscles or whether the muscle synergies have a neural origin or not are still open research questions [21, 23]. However, the hypothesis of muscle synergies provides a plausible computational framework for understanding and modeling functions of the CNS [17, 24, 25].

Recently, Rasool et al. proposed a linear state-space model for movement identification [17]. The Kalman filter was used to estimate the state which was then projected onto the nonnegative region. However, it is argued that the synergy coefficients represent a low-dimensional encoding of task-specific muscle activations that evolve nonlinearly due to the thresholding actions of individual motor neurons, transportation delays in neural signal processing, and related nonlinear biochemical processes [26]. Thus, a nonlinear state-space system is warranted to model the behavior of nonnegative synergy activation coefficients accurately for movement identification. As a result, we are confronted with a nonlinear and constrained estimation problem.
Particle filters solve the optimal estimation problem in nonlinear and non-Gaussian scenarios by approximating the state posterior probability density function using a set of weighted particles [27]. The density approximation by the particle filter converges, in the mean squared error and under mild conditions, to the actual posterior density function of the unknown state [28]. However, there is no optimal framework for incorporating constraints enforced on the latent system state in particle filters. Systematic efforts to integrate constraints imposed on the state in particle filters framework are limited and heuristic in nature [29–32].

A widely used approach is acceptance/rejection scheme, which enforces the constraint by simply rejecting all particles violating the constraint [29, 33]. However, except for the case when an appropriate and almost perfect proposal density function is available, the number of rejected particles may increase quickly, and the state estimated by the particle filter may never converge. On the other hand, some constraining schemes impose constraints on all particles (instead of the state estimate) and thus equivalently sample particles from a constrained proposal density function [30, 34, 35]. We refer to the approaches, which impose the constraints on all particles, as point-wise density truncation (PruDENT) [36]. When constraints are enforced on the estimate, e.g., the statistical expectation or the mean of the state, as is the case with the synergy activation coefficients, a particle filter with PruDENT (PF-PruDENT) may lead to more stringent conditions than actually desired and may also result in possibly irrelevant conditions [37].

We introduce a new constrained state estimation algorithm for particle filters referred to as the mean density truncation (MiND). MiND relies on the principle of minimal perturbation of the (unconstrained) state density function to satisfy the desired constraints. Specifically, we impose the constraint on the mean of the unknown state by perturbing the unconstrained posterior density using only one particle. We subsequently construct a sequence of probability density functions that satisfy the constraint on the mean and converge to the unconstrained density in the norm sense.

The novelty of this paper include: 1) formulation of the movement identification problem in prosthesis control as a nonlinear state-space model using a physiologically relevant system dynamics and observation models; 2) derivation of an optimal constrained particle filter algorithm, PF-MiND, for tracking synergy activation coefficients; and 3) prediction of hand and wrist movements using EMG data recorded from forearm muscles.

In Section 2, we outline the nonlinear state-space model the estimation of muscle synergies activation coefficients. Section 3 reviews the classical particle filtering framework and introduces MiND, an optimal particle filter for constraints imposed on the mean of the state. In Section 4 we describe EMG data collection experiments for testing MiND. We present our results in Section 5 and discuss these results in Section 6. Lastly, we conclude in Section 7.
2. Mathematical Modeling

2.1. State-Space Model

The nonlinear state transitions in the CNS that are responsible for task-specific muscle activations are modeled using a sigmoid function, a special case of the Logistic function, of the form [26, 38]:

\[ x_{n+1} = \frac{x_n}{\sqrt{1+x_n^2}} + u_n, \] (1)

where \( x_n \in \mathbb{R}^k \) represents the unknown latent system state at time \( n \) and \( u_n \) zero-mean state noise sequence with known covariance matrix \( Q_n \). The latent system state consists of nonnegative synergy activation coefficients \( x_n = [x_{1,n}, \cdots, x_{k,n}]^t \), where \( k \) is the total number of muscle synergies and \( t \) denotes matrix transpose operation.

The system measurement model is a linear mapping and is defined using the hypothesis of muscle synergies:

\[ y_n = W x_n + v_n, \] (2)

where \( y_n \in \mathbb{R}^m \) is the measurement vector, i.e., the vector of EMG signals, \( W \) is the muscle synergy matrix, \( v_n \) is a zero-mean measurement noise sequence with known covariance matrix \( R_n \), and \( m \) is the total number of muscles or the number of EMG channels.

In addition, for neurological reasons that will be elaborated on in the sequel, the mean of the unknown latent system state \( x_n \) is constrained to be nonnegative:

\[ E[x_n] \geq 0, \quad \forall n. \] (3)

A schematic layout of the proposed mathematical model is presented in Fig. 1. The latent system state \( x_n \) consists of \( k \) muscle synergy activation coefficients and evolve nonlinearly over time \( n \). The state \( x_n \) is related to the system output, i.e., the EMG signals \( y_n \), through the muscle synergy matrix \( W \). Given the surface EMG signals \( y_n \) recorded from forearm muscles, we aim to track the nonlinear latent system state \( x_n \) under the non-negativity constraint. The estimated coefficients \( x_n \) will be used to identify hand and wrist movements [17].

2.2. Muscle Synergies

Muscle synergies are hypothesized as fixed relative activation levels of different muscles that enable the recruitment of a large number of muscles by a small number of commands from the CNS [19, 20]. These commands are translated into individual muscle activations by a linear transformation, called the muscle synergy matrix \( W \) [39]. A schematic description of the hypothesis of muscle synergies is provided in Fig. 1. Mathematically

\[ Y = W \times X, \] (4)
Figure 1: The proposed mathematical model for tracking synergy activation coefficients \( x_n \) and identifying movements from EMG signals. The CNS is hypothesized to use a small set of synergy activation coefficients \( x_n = [x_{1,n}, \ldots, x_{k,n}]^T \) to control a large set of \( m \) muscles through the muscle synergy matrix \( W \) (\( m > k \)). The latent system state \( x_n \) consists of synergy activation coefficients and evolve nonlinearly over time. The system measurement model relates the system output, the EMG signals \( y_n \), to the synergy activation coefficients \( x_n \) through the muscle synergy matrix \( W \).

where \( Y \in \mathbb{R}^{m \times T} \) represents the EMG data, \( W \in \mathbb{R}^{m \times k} \) the synergy matrix, \( X \in \mathbb{R}^{k \times T} \) the matrix of synergy activation coefficients, and \( T \) is the total number of time points of the EMG data recorded from forearm muscles. Due to non-stationarity, and just like in speech processing, the EMG data is first divided into analysis windows (e.g., 250 ms each). The root mean square (RMS) values for each window and each channel are calculated separately.

In Eq. 4, \( Y \), i.e., the matrix of the processed EMG data is known while both \( W \) and \( X \) are unknown. Thus, the identification of muscle synergies \( W \) and synergy activation coefficients \( X \) amounts to a blind source separation (BSS) problem. In the literature, various BSS algorithms have been proposed for estimation of the muscle synergy matrix \( W \), including principal component analysis (PCA), independent component analysis (ICA), probabilistic ICA (pICA) and nonnegative matrix factorization (NMF) \[22, 39, 40\]. In an earlier work, Rasool et al. compared the performance of two popular algorithms for muscle synergy extraction, i.e., pICA and NMF \[17\]. They found that pICA algorithm performed better albeit at a slightly higher computational cost \[17\]. We also found that pICA performed better than NMF for our application. Please refer to Fig. 4 A.

2.3. Non-Negativity Constraint

The muscle synergy activation coefficients quantify the contribution of each synergy towards the muscle activation during performance of a task. Therefore,
these coefficients are constrained to be nonnegative. Physiologically, starting from the motor cortex in the brain to the spinal cord and finally to the skeletal muscles, there are numerous excitatory, inhibitory, and reflex circuits consisting of motor neurons, interneurons, Renshaw cells, and sensory organs, i.e., Golgi tendon organs and muscle spindles [38, 41]. The internal state of these circuits can have any real number, positive or negative, because of the possible excitatory as well as inhibitory inputs [38]. However, the expected value of the state will always be nonnegative, i.e., the synergy activation coefficient will be zero when the corresponding muscle synergy is not contributing and positive when the synergy is contributing to the activation of muscles. Therefore, we must constrain the mean of the unknown state:

\[ E[x_n] \geq 0 \text{ for all time instants } n = 1, 2, \ldots, T. \]

3. Constrained Particle Filtering

3.1. Bayesian Recursion

In the Bayesian framework, the optimal inference of the state \( x_n \) using the observation history \( y_{1:n} = [y_1, \ldots, y_n] \) relies on the posterior density \( p(x_n|y_{1:n}) \). The optimal minimum mean square error estimate of \( x_n \) is given by the expected value of the posterior density, i.e., \( E(x_n|y_{1:n}) \). Using Bayes’ rule, the posterior density can be computed recursively:

\[
p(x_n|y_{1:n-1}) = \int p(x_{n-1}|y_{1:n-1}) \ p(x_n|x_{n-1}) \ dx_{n-1},
\]

\[
p(x_n|y_{1:n}) = \frac{p(y_n|x_n) \ p(x_n|y_{1:n-1})}{\int p(y_n|x_n) \ p(x_n|y_{1:n-1}) \ dx_n}.
\]

However, in the nonlinear case (5) and (6) are only a conceptual solution as the integral in the denominator of (6) is, in general, intractable.

3.2. Particle Filters

Particle filters approximate the posterior density of the unknown state using a set of \( N \) particles and their associated weights \( \{x_n^{(i)}, w_n^{(i)}\}_{i=1}^N \):

\[
p^N(x_n|y_{1:n}) = \sum_{i=1}^N w_n^{(i)} \delta(x_n - x_n^{(i)}),
\]

where \( \delta \) is the Dirac delta function. Ideally, the particles should be sampled from the true posterior density, which is unknown. Therefore, a proposal density or an importance distribution \( q(x_n|x_{n-1}, y_n) \) is used instead [27, 42]. To make up the difference between the importance and posterior distributions, the particles are weighted as follows:

\[
\tilde{w}_n^{(i)} = w_{n-1}^{(i)} \ \frac{p(y_n|x_n^{(i)})p(x_n^{(i)}|x_{n-1}^{(i)})}{q(x_n^{(i)}|x_{n-1}^{(i)}, y_n)}.
\]
The normalized weight of particle $i$ at time $n$ is given by:

$$w_n^{(i)} = \frac{\tilde{w}_n^{(i)}}{\sum_{j=1}^{N} \tilde{w}_n^{(j)}}.$$  \hspace{1cm} (9)

The conditional mean estimate of the state is then given by:

$$\hat{x}_n = \mathbb{E}[x_n|y_{1:n}] \approx \sum_{i=1}^{N} w_n^{(i)}x_n^{(i)}.$$  \hspace{1cm} (10)

The particle filter is shown to converge to the true posterior distribution when the number of particles increases [27]. The variance of state estimate by the particle filter may increase exponentially with time and is generally addressed using re-sampling [27]. A popular re-sampling algorithm, referred to as systematic re-sampling, selects particles according to their weights and assigns equal weights $\frac{1}{N}$ to all selected $N$ particles [27].

**Systematic Re-sampling:** Sample $U_1 \sim U[0, \frac{1}{N}]$ and define $U_i = U_1 + \frac{i-1}{N}$ for $i = 2, \cdots, N$, then set $N_n^{(i)} = \{|U_j : \sum_{k=1}^{i-1} w_n^{(k)} \leq U_j \leq \sum_{k=1}^{i} w_n^{(k)}\}$ with the convention $\sum_{k=1}^{0} = 0$.

### 3.3. Constrained Particle Filters

We consider the constrained discrete state-space model given in (1) and (2) and subject to additional constraint on the mean of the state:

$$a_n \leq \phi_n(\bar{x}_n) \leq b_n,$$  \hspace{1cm} (11)

where $\phi_n$ represents the constraint function at time $n$. Note that the constraint should only be satisfied by the state estimate provided by the conditional mean as defined:

$$\phi_n(\bar{x}_n) = \phi_n(\mathbb{E}[x_n|y_{1:n}]) \approx \phi_n \left( \sum_{i=1}^{N} w_n^{(i)}x_n^{(i)} \right).$$  \hspace{1cm} (12)

In the sequel and without loss of generality, we consider $\phi_n$ to be the identity function for all $n$, i.e., the interval-constraint is applied to the conditional mean rather than a function of the mean.

### 3.4. Pointwise Density Truncation (PruDENT)

Current approaches for constrained state estimation in particle filters enforce constraints on all particles [20, 32, 33]. Fundamentally, constraining every particle to the interval $[a_n, b_n]$ is equivalent to constraining the support of the posterior density $p(x_n|y_{1:n})$ to this interval. However, when the constraint is imposed on the conditional mean only, then constraining the entire density is irrelevant and can lead to erroneous estimates. In particular, the point-wise density truncation (PruDENT) approach will always result in large estimation errors unless the unconstrained density had a bounded support [43]. PruDENT will result in bounded estimation errors only when the unconstrained posterior density is already inside the constraining interval [43].
3.5. Mean Density Truncation (MiND)

We propose a minimal perturbation strategy such that the constrained posterior density is “close” to the unconstrained posterior density. Our strategy relies on constraining one particle (rather than all particles) to satisfy the interval constraint \( a_n \leq \phi_n(x_n) \leq b_n \). We start by generating \( N \) unconstrained particles from the proposal distribution \( q(x_n|x_{n-1}, y_n) \) following the framework of conventional particle filters. If the conditional mean estimate \( \hat{x}_n \), using this \( N \)-order approximation, satisfies the constraint, then we retain these particles. Otherwise, we remove the particle located furthest from the boundary of the feasible region, i.e., the constraining interval \([a_n, b_n]\) and replace it with another particle that is drawn from the high probability region. This process of removing/adding one particle can be viewed as a “minimal perturbation” of the unconstrained density using only one particle.

For simplicity and without loss of generality, we assume that the particle weights are given by the likelihood function \( p(y_n|x_n) \), i.e., the proposal density \( q(x_n|x_{n-1}, y_n) \) is the transition distribution function \( p(x_n|x_{n-1}) \).

Consider a time step \( n \) after re-sampling, all particles have the same weight \( w^{(i)}_n = \frac{1}{N} \), for all \( 1 \leq i \leq N \). We remove a particle that is furthest from the constrained region and add another particle \( (x^{(N)}_n, \frac{1}{N}) \) that enforces the constraint on the mean estimate as follows:

\[
\begin{align*}
    a_n &\leq \frac{1}{N} \sum_{i=1}^{N-1} x^{(i)}_n + \frac{1}{N} x^{(N)}_n \leq b_n, \\
    a'_n &\leq x^{(N)}_n \leq b'_n,
\end{align*}
\]

where \( a'_n = Na_n - \sum_{i=1}^{N-1} x^{(i)}_n \) and \( b'_n = Nb_n - \sum_{i=1}^{N-1} x^{(i)}_n \). The detailed steps of PF-MiND are presented in algorithm 1.

3.6. On the Convergence of MiND

Let \((\Omega, F, P)\) be a probability space where the stochastic processes \( \{x_n, n \in \mathbb{N}\} \) and \( \{y_n, n \in \mathbb{N}\} \) are defined. Let \( \mathcal{B}(\mathbb{R}^n) \) be the Borel \( \sigma \)-algebra on \( \mathbb{R}^n \). If \( \mu \) is a signed measure, then the full variation of \( \mu, |\mu| \), is defined by

\[
|\mu|(\Omega) = \sup_{A \in \mathcal{B}, A \subset \Omega} (|\mu(A)| + |\mu(\Omega \setminus A)|).
\]

**Theorem 1.** Let \( p^N \) be the discrete approximation of the posterior density function of the unconstrained system, and \( p^N_{\text{MiND}} \) be the discrete approximation of the density underlying the MiND algorithm. We have

\[
\lim_{N \to \infty} |p^N - p^N_{\text{MiND}}| = 0,
\]

where \( |\mu| \) denotes the full variation of the measure \( \mu \).
Algorithm 1 Particle Filtering with Mean Density Truncation (PF-MiND)

Initialization
Define \( C_n = \{ x_n : a_n \leq x_n \leq b_n \} \).

for \( j = 1, 2, \cdots, N \) do
  Generate \( x_0^{(j)} \sim N(x_0^{(j)} , R_n) \).
  Compute the initial weights using \( [8] \) and normalize.
end for

for \( n = 1, 2, \cdots, T \) do
  Unconstrained estimation
  for \( j = 1, 2, \cdots, N \) do
    Generate sample \( x_n^{(j)} \) from the system dynamics model \([1]\).
    Compute weight using: \( \tilde{w}_n^{(j)} = \tilde{w}_n^{(j)} - 1 \cdot p(y_n|x_n^{(j)}) \).
  end for
  Normalize particle weights \( w_n^{(i)} = \tilde{w}_n^{(i)} / \sum_{j=1}^{N} \tilde{w}_n^{(j)} \).
  Resample \( \{x_n^{(i)}, \frac{1}{N}\}_{i=1}^{N} \).
  Compute the weighted mean \( \hat{x}_n = \sum_{i=1}^{N} \frac{1}{N} x_n^{(i)} \).
  Constrained estimation
  if \( \hat{x}_n \not\in C_n \) then
    Remove the furthest particle \( x_n^{(i)} \).
    Add a new particle \( x_n^{N} \) using Eqs. \([13]-[14]\).
    Compute the constrained weighted mean \( \tilde{x}_n = \sum_{i=1}^{N} \frac{1}{N} x_n^{(i)} \).
  end if
end for

Proof. By construction, we have
\[
p_M^{N} = p^{N}(1 - \frac{1}{N}) + \frac{1}{N} \delta(x - x^{N}). \quad (17)
\]
Hence,
\[
|p_M^{N} - p^{N}| = | - \frac{1}{N} p^{N} + \frac{1}{N} \delta(x - x^{N})| \quad (18)
\]
\[
\leq \frac{1}{N} |p^{N}| + \frac{1}{N} |\delta(x - x^{N})| \quad (19)
\]
\[
= \frac{2}{N}, \quad (20)
\]
because \( |p^{N}| = |\delta(x - x^{N})| = 1 \). Thus, \( \lim_{N \to \infty} |p_M^{N} - p^{N}| \leq \lim_{N \to \infty} \frac{2}{N} = 0 \).

It is important to clarify that although the density estimated by MiND converges to the unconstrained density in the variation norm, it does not mean
that the unconstrained density satisfies the constraint. This is because the convergence of densities does not imply convergence of their means. In fact, the expectation operator is linear, but not continuous. When the support of densities is infinite, the convergence of zero moments (densities) does not imply convergence of the first moments (expectations).

4. Methods

4.1. EMG Data Recording

A total of twelve able-bodied individuals (four females and eight males) volunteered for the study. The mean age of the participants was 28.2 years with single standard deviation of 6 and half years. All participants were healthy, right hand dominant with no neuromuscular disorder history. An institutional review board approved the experimental protocol. An informed consent was signed by all participants before the start of the experiment. We selected two types of hand and wrist movements, i.e., single degree-of-freedom (1-DOF) and 2-DOF. The first set consisted of six 1-DOF hand and wrist movements including hand open, hand close, wrist flexion, wrist extension, forearm pronation, and forearm supination. The second set consisted of eighteen movements and included all six 1-DOF movements as well as their possible combinations. Both sets of movements, i.e., 1-DOF and (1+2)-DOF are described in Table 1. We also included ‘rest’ (RT) or ‘no movement’ in each set.

Table 1: Description of 1-DOF (6 in total) and 2-DOF (12 in total) hand and wrist movements

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>1-DOF Movements</th>
<th>2-DOF Movements</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hand Open (HO)</td>
<td>HO + WF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hand Close (HC)</td>
<td>HO + WE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wrist Flexion (WF)</td>
<td>HO + FP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wrist Extension (WE)</td>
<td>HO + FS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Forearm Pronation (FP)</td>
<td>HC + WF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Forearm Supination (FS)</td>
<td>HC + WE</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

At the start of the experiment the participants were seated comfortably in a chair with elbow flexed at 90° and arm abducted at 10°. A graphical user interface (GUI) was used to provide visual and auditory cues to the participant for guiding through the data collection process. A single trial consisted of four repetitions of each movement and each repetition was five seconds long. There was a short break of five seconds between consecutive repetitions. Participants were instructed to maintain comfortable and repeatable force levels for all movements.

The EMG data were recorded from eight forearm muscles using disposable, Ag/AgCl snap electrodes with two circular conductive areas of 1 cm each and an inter-electrode distance of 2 cm. All electrodes were placed around the circumference of the forearm symmetrically. The electrodes were placed at the proximal end of the forehand at a location of 1/3 of the distance between medial
### EMG Channels

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Hand Open</th>
<th>Hand Close</th>
<th>Wrist Flex</th>
<th>Wrist Extend</th>
<th>Pronation</th>
<th>Supination</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>8</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 2:** Raw EMG signals from a representative participant. Each column represents one of the six 1-DOF movements indicated on the top. Each row represents an EMG channel as indicated on the left. We note four active regions in each plot that show EMG envelopes for four trials of each movement. Low amplitude EMG signals represent rest period between two trials. We note sudden spikes in some EMG channels towards the end of a trial which are possibly related to movement artifacts.

The epicondyle of the humerus and styloid process of the ulna. A Noraxon (Noraxon U.S.A. Inc, Scottsdale, Arizona) TeleMyo Direct Transmission System was used to record the EMG data at the sampling rate of 1500 Hz.

#### 4.2. EMG Data Processing

The EMG data were partitioned using non-overlapping analysis windows of size 250 ms each and RMS values for each channel were calculated in all analysis windows. This resulted in the measurement matrix \( Y = [y_1, y_2, \cdots, y_T] \) with \( y_n = [y_{1,n}, y_{2,n}, \cdots, y_{m,n}]^T \), where \( y_{m,n} \) represents RMS EMG data from muscle \( m \) at time \( n \). Raw EMG data from all eight EMG channels and six 1-DOF movements of a representative participant are shown in Fig. 2.

#### 4.3. Movement Identification Algorithm

Our proposed algorithm consisted of two parts or modes: 1) training mode included extraction of muscle synergies; and 2) testing mode included estimation of synergy activation coefficients (i.e., the system state) and subsequently using these for identification of hand and wrist movements. A schematic layout of the algorithm is presented in Fig. 3. The EMG data from all trials were randomly divided into two parts, training and testing. Muscle synergies were extracted using training data (75% of total data) and movement identification was performed using testing data (remaining 25% of total data).
4.3.1. Extraction of Muscle Synergies (Training Mode)

The muscle synergy matrix $W$ and corresponding activation coefficients $X$ can be extracted from RMS EMG data $Y$ using BSS algorithms. The synergy activation coefficients $X$ were considered ground truth and were used later to evaluate the performance and benchmark proposed algorithm. It is important to note that these coefficients were not required for movement identification in the testing mode. The computational time for the extraction of muscle synergies using pICA algorithm was 4.69 milliseconds (ms) as compared to 0.14 ms for the NMF algorithm.

The variance accounted for (VAF) is a commonly used metric to determine the number of synergies (independent components) required to represent the data effectively in a low dimensional subspace \[17\, 45\]. We selected the least number of synergies that accounted for 99% of the variance of recorded EMG...
Figure 4: Variance Accounted For (VAF) is presented for a representative participant as a function of the number of extracted muscle synergies. We found that the least number of synergies required for 99% VAF was four.

data. In Figure 4(B), we present the effect of increasing the number of synergies on VAF for (1+2)-DOF movements of a representative participant. We found that four muscle synergies were sufficient to capture 99% VAF, i.e., the state vector would consist of four components $\mathbf{x}_n = [x_{1,n}, \cdots, x_{4,n}]^T$.

4.3.2. Estimation (Tracking) of the Synergy Activation Coefficients (Testing Mode)

In the testing mode, particle filters with both state constraining algorithms, i.e., PruDENT and MiND were used to track synergy activation coefficients $\hat{\mathbf{x}}_n = [\hat{x}_{1,n}, \cdots, \hat{x}_{4,n}]^T$ given the measurement vector, i.e., the EMG data $\mathbf{y}_n$. We used 5000 particles for each estimation and performed 100 Monte Carlo runs. It is important to highlight that Monte Carlo runs were performed to benchmark the algorithm and no Monte Carlo simulations are required for real-time/off-line movement identification.

4.3.3. Wrist and Hand Movement Identification (Testing Mode)

We used the estimated synergy activation coefficients $\hat{\mathbf{x}}_n$ to identify the performed hand and wrist movements with the cosine distance metric [17]. Finally, post-processing was performed to further improve movement identification decisions. Details of the post-processing algorithm are provided in Ref. [17]. The identification error data presented in the Results Section were averaged over all Monte Carlo runs and all 1-DOF or (1+2)-DOF movements. We compared the performance of the proposed PF-MiND algorithm to PF-PruDENT and to linear discriminant analysis (LDA), one of the best performing algorithm in EMG prosthesis control literature [12, 13, 46]. We used four most commonly used features for the LDA including mean absolute value, zero crossing, slope sign change and waveform length [17].

The steps for movement identification are summarized below:

Step 1: Divide RMS EMG data into $S$ task-specific bins, i.e., $Y^s$, where $s = 1, \cdots, S$, and $S$ is the total number of movements.

Step 2: Partition each $Y^s$ into training and testing datasets.
Step 3: Extract muscle synergy matrices $W^s$ using the training dataset; one for each movement.

Step 4: Run $S$ constrained particle filters on test dataset and estimate $\hat{x}_n$.

Step 5: Reconstruct muscle activations using: $\hat{y}_n^s = W^s \hat{x}_n^s$.

Step 6: Calculate cosine distance between estimated and actual muscle activation using: $d_n^s = \text{Cosine}[\hat{y}_n^s, y_n]$.

Step 7: Identify movement $n$ using: $I_n = \text{Min}[d_n^1, \ldots, d_n^S]$.

Step 8: Perform post-processing using posterior probabilities of the LDA algorithm and the cosine distance $d_n^s$ calculated above [17].

4.4. Robustness Analysis

We analyzed the robustness of both MiND and PruDENT algorithms by adding synthetic white (zero-mean) Gaussian noise to the recorded EMG data. The signal to noise ratio (SNR) was used to measure the level of EMG signal to the level of the noise using:

$$\text{SNR} = 10 \log_{10} \frac{P_{\text{EMG}}}{P_{\text{Noise}}},$$

where $P$ represents the power of the signal. The SNR of the recorded EMG signal was considered as the baseline and both state constraining schemes (PruDENT and MiND) were tested for a range of SNR values, $\text{SNR} = [-10, -5, 0, 1, 5, 10, 20]$.

4.5. Statistical Analysis

The movement identification errors from both state constraining schemes, i.e., PruDENT and MiND and from LDA algorithm were tested for normality (Gaussian distribution) using the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test, where the null hypothesis was that the standardized data follows a Gaussian distribution. We were unable to reject the null hypothesis at 95% significance ($p > 0.05$). Therefore the identification errors from all algorithms were compared using the Student’s t-test with probability of type-I error $\alpha = 0.05$.

The mean squared errors, calculated between the actual and estimated synergy activation coefficients, were also tested for normality using the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test. The null hypothesis was rejected at 95% significance ($p < 0.001$). Therefore, for this dataset the statistical analyses was performed using non-parametric statistics (Wilcoxon signed-rank test) with probability of type-I error $\alpha = 0.05$ and $p$ values with $Z$ scores were presented.
5. Results

5.1. Synergy Activation Coefficients

We tracked state vector that consisted of four synergy activation coefficients using PF-PruDENT and PF-MiND. The tracking results for all four state coefficients $x_1, \cdots, x_4$ are presented in Fig. 5(a). The cumulative absolute errors given by $\sum |x_k - \hat{x}_k|$ for both PF-PruDENT and PF-MiND are shown in Fig. 5(a).

In Fig. 5(b), we present mean squared errors of both PF-PruDENT and PF-MiND for all four state coefficients. Cumulative mean squared errors $\sum \text{MSE}_k$ for each state are also shown. We observed significantly lower estimation errors for the PF-MiND as compared to PruDENT for all four state coefficients. A Wilcoxon signed-rank test showed that the differences between mean squared errors of PF-PruDENT and PF-MiND were statistically significant for all four state coefficients. The $Z$ and $p$ values for the synergy activation coefficients are as follows: $x_1$: $Z = -11.24, p < 0.001$, $x_2$: $Z = -13.77, p < 0.001$, $x_3$: $Z = -13.29, p < 0.001$, $x_4$: $Z = -13.16, p < 0.001$, and for the pooled mean squared error data from all four synergy coefficients: $Z = -25.25, p < 0.001$.

In Fig. 6, we demonstrate the performance of the proposed PF-MiND for different number of particles; i.e., mean squared tracking error in the state estimation as a function of number of particles. It is evident that the state estimation mean squared error decreases as the number of particle increase.

5.2. Robustness Assessment

For robustness testing, the SNR of the EMG data was changed by adding white Gaussian noise before estimation of synergy activation coefficients. The robustness results are presented in Fig. 7. Each sub-figure represents a synergy activation coefficient with mean squared error in the y-axis and the SNR in the x-axis. We observed that PF-MiND performed robustly as compared to PF-PruDENT especially at low SNR values across all four synergy activation coefficients. A Wilcoxon signed-rank test showed that, at all tested SNR values, the differences between mean squared errors of PF-PruDENT and PF-MiND were statistically significant ($p < 0.01$).

5.3. Movement Identification

The estimated synergy activation coefficients $(\hat{x}_1, \ldots, \hat{x}_4)$ were later used to identify hand and wrist movements of all participants. The identified movements were compared with the ground truth (i.e., the actual movements performed by participants) and movement identification errors were calculated. Movement identification errors for all twelve participants and for both sets of movements (1-DOF and 1+2 DOF) are presented in Fig. 8 using bar graphs. Each set of bars represents mean errors for a single participant and capped lines on top of each bar show single standard deviation. The classification errors for LDA, PF-PruDENT and PF-MiND are shown, respectively, in black, blue and red. The last set of bars represent mean values calculated across all tested
Figure 5: (a) Time history of four synergy coefficients \( (x_1, \ldots, x_4) \) tracked using PF-PruDENT (blue), and PF-MiND (red). The black lines represent actual (ground truth) synergy activation coefficient data. The absolute cumulative error \( \sum_{k=1}^{300} |x_k - \hat{x}_k| \) is also shown for each synergy activation coefficient. It is evident that PF-MiND was able to track all four synergy coefficients closely with small absolute cumulative error as compared to PF-PruDENT. (b) The mean squared errors between actual \( (x_1, \ldots, x_4) \) and estimated states using PF-PruDENT (blue) and PF-MiND (red). The cumulative mean square errors given by \( \sum_{k=1}^{300} \text{MSE}_k \) for both PF-PruDENT and PF-MiND are also shown for each state.
Figure 6: Mean squared tracking errors for four synergy activation coefficients ($x_1, \ldots, x_4$) using PF-MiND for a range of number of particles.

Figure 7: Mean squared errors in tracking four synergy activation coefficients ($x_1, \ldots, x_4$), with PF-PruDENT and PF-MiND at different SNR values. The EMG data was corrupted synthetically using additive white Gaussian noise for a range of SNR values: SNR = [-10, -5, 0, 1, 5, 10, 20] dB. Statistical analyses performed using Wilcoxon signed-rank test showed that the differences between estimation errors of both PruDENT and MiND were statistically significant ($p < 0.01$).
participants. The stars (*) represent statistical significance ($p < 0.05$) between mean identification errors of PF-MiND with LDA and PF-PruDENT. For both sets of hand and wrist movements, the identification errors of PF-MiND were significantly lower than PF-PruDENT and LDA.

Figure 8: Mean movement identification errors of all twelve participants for the linear discriminant analysis LDA (black), PF-PruDENT (blue) and PF-MiND (red). The bars represent mean errors across all movements and the lines above the bars represent standard deviation for a single participant. The stars (*) represent statistical significance ($p < 0.05$). The last set of bars represents the mean values across all twelve participants. (Top) For (1+2)-DOF hand and wrist movements (19 in total including ‘rest’), PF-MiND performed better ($p < 0.05$) for all participants as compared to LDA and PF-PruDENT. (Bottom) For 1-DOF movements (7 in total including ‘rest’), PF-MiND performed better than LDA for all participants ($p < 0.05$). However, the differences between mean errors of PF-MiND and PF-PruDENT were not significant for some participants.

In Fig. 8 we present confusion matrices of a representative subject for three different algorithms; particle filtering with MiND (left), PruDENT (middle) and for the LDA (right). We noted that PF-MiND confused ‘hand close’ with ‘forearm pronation’, and ‘forearm pronation’ with ‘hand open’. The PF-PruDENT algorithm confused both ‘hand close’ and ‘forearm supination’ with ‘hand open’, and ‘wrist extension’ and ‘forearm supination’ with ‘rest’. LDA also confused various movements with each other except ‘rest’ and ‘wrist flexion’, which were correctly classified.

6. Discussion

We tackled the problem of identifying hand and wrist movements using nonnegative synergy activation coefficients. We formulated a nonlinear state-space model and proposed a new algorithm for constrained state estimation using
particle filters. We established optimality properties of the constrained posterior distribution. We showed convergence to the unconstrained posterior, in line with the “minimum perturbation” principle of the algorithm. The proposed constrained particle filter was also robust under various noise conditions. The estimated synergy activation coefficients were used to identify 1-DOF and (1+2)-DOF hand and wrist movements of twelve participants with errors significantly lower than other contemporary approaches including the widely adopted LDA algorithm.

Previously, a linear system dynamics model was proposed and Kalman filter was used to estimate the constrained state [17, 18]. However, the complex processes that take place in the brain and spinal cord and govern the evolution of synergy activation coefficients lead to nonlinear dynamics [26]. The nonlinear behavior may also arise from neuronal transportation delays, firing saturation, and thresholding actions of individual interneurons and motor neurons. In particular, a simple linear process (random walk model [17, 18]) may not adequately capture the dynamics of the CNS. The assumption of linear dynamics may result in increased errors in movement identification as well as prosthesis control.

In this study, we used the sigmoid function to model nonlinear effect of saturation. The sigmoid function models linear growth and saturation in a physical system and is used extensively in artificial neural networks for smooth thresholding as well as signal clipping [47]. The neural processes taking place in the brain and spinal cord are very complex and modeling these with a sigmoid function may amount to gross simplification of the phenomenon [38]. However, modeling a set of neurons for input-output relation involves a trade-off between biological realism and computational efforts. It has been shown that the input-output relationship of corticospinal pathways of an intrinsic hand and leg muscles can be approximated using a sigmoid function [26]. The sigmoid functions has also been used to model a pool of interneurons and motor neurons in the spinal cord [38, 41]. Furthermore, the sigmoid function appears to be the first model of spinal cord circuitry to deal with the shifting patterns of synergistic and antagonistic muscle activity that necessarily accompany multi-muscle, multi-degree-of-freedom systems [38]. Finally, we believe we have chosen a simple
function that model system dynamics as well as does not compromise accuracy of our system.

A study by Farrel and Weir showed that the length of optimal delay was in the range of 100 – 175 ms for average users \[48\]. However, later on, a study by Smith et al. explicitly focused on the question of length of the analysis window size \[49\]. Authors showed that the optimal window size of 250 ms provided a right balance between the competing effects of classification error and controller delay (please refer to Figs. 2 and 3 in Ref \[49\]). Our recent study also showed similar findings (please see Figure 6b in Ref \[17\]).

We found that pICA algorithm performed significantly better in terms of movement identification error \((p < 0.05)\) for all participants. The better performance of the pICA algorithm is possibly linked to its independent component assumption, i.e., assuming that observations (EMG signals) are generated from a set of statistically independent non-Gaussian sources via a linear instantaneous mixing process corrupted by additive Gaussian noise \[50, 51\]. The assumptions of pICA algorithm are largely satisfied in our case, i.e., EMG data are non-Gaussian and the estimated states, i.e., the time history of synergy activation coefficients are statistically independent of each other. The CNS may actually utilize the independence principle and employ a minimum number of independent components to control a large set of muscles. Thus, an algorithm that accounts for the independence may perform better as compared to other algorithms that do not explicitly capture component independence \[40\].

The computational time required for the extraction of muscle synergies using pICA algorithm was longer than that of NMF; however, we consider that the synergy extraction time in the range of 5 ms is not a limiting factor for real-time operation of the algorithm as muscle synergies are extracted at training time only. Once the synergy matrices are available, movement identification can be performed in real-time as well as off-line mode without running pICA algorithm.

Particle filter, a Bayesian estimation framework for nonlinear and non-Gaussian dynamical systems, converges asymptotically towards the optimal filter, in the mean square error sense, as the number of particles increase, i.e., \(N \rightarrow \infty\) \[28\]. However, incorporation of constraints in particle filters is not straightforward and various heuristics are generally used, e.g., PruDENT, where every particle, rather than the conditional mean of the posterior density, is subject to constraint \[43\]. By minimally perturbing the unconstrained density, we were able to satisfy the constraint and establish convergence properties of MiND.

The surface EMG signal is a noisy signal \[1\]. Apart from the biological noise, the surface electrodes may record significant noise from different sources, including power lines, perspiration on the skin, and movement or removal of the electrode from muscle skin \[1\]. Therefore, we evaluated the performance of the proposed MiND algorithm under noisy conditions, with different SNRs (Fig. \[7\]). We observed that the proposed PF-MiND algorithm performed significantly better than PF-PruDENT and was also able to successfully track the state (synergy activation coefficients) at significantly lower SNR values. PF-MiND with pICA performed better \((p < 0.03)\) for two participants as compared to PF-MiND with NMF in movement identification for a set \((1+2)\)-DOF movements.
Therefore, we used the pICA algorithm for every (1+2)-DOF movements for all participants to extract the muscle synergies from the processed EMG data. PF-MiND outperformed \((p < 0.05)\) for all participants the widely used LDA in movement identification for 1-DOF as well as (1+2)-DOF movements. However, PF-MiND was able to discriminate hand tasks with high accuracy, i.e., small identification error, for 1-DOF compared to (1+2)-DOF movements. The improved performance of MiND under noisy conditions and increased complexity of the movement (from 7 1-DOF movements to 19 (1+2)-DOF movements) stems from its affinity to the underlying state-space model (minimal perturbation principle) and its convergence properties.

7. Conclusion

We addressed the problem of movement identification for forearm prosthetic control using the nonnegative synergy activation coefficients. We introduced a nonlinear function for system dynamics and proposed the hypothesis of muscle synergies as the system measurement model. We introduced a novel scheme for estimation of the unknown state in the nonlinearly constrained system and established its convergence properties. We used EMG data from forearm muscles and tracked synergy activation coefficients with both the widely adopted PruDENT approach and the proposed MiND for a range of hand and wrist movements. We showed that MiND had a higher tracking accuracy \((p < 0.001)\) and was also robust to noise \((p < 0.01)\). The estimated coefficients from MiND were used to identify hand and wrist movements with identification errors lower \((p < 0.05)\) than the state-of-the-art in the literature.
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